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ANGLED RED JASPER 
PENDANT 

BY LEXI ERICKSON

whimSicAL whiSk EARRiNGS
BY dENISE pECK

TwO-TONED  
TURkiSh BRAcELET

BY JOYCE TROMp

mETAL cLAY LEAVES
BY HAdAR JACOBSON

TEXTURED SiLVER PENDANT
BY JACK BERRY

WELCOME TO THE CrEATIvE AnD 
DynAMIC WOrLD OF DIy JEWELry! 
nothing is as rewarding as learning how 
to make your own jewelry and being 
able to wear it with pride or make it 
the most personal of gifts. nothing 
expresses your own style and personal-
ity like a piece of original  artisan jewelry 
that you designed and made yourself. 
And nothing is quite as satisfying as the 
act of making jewelry yourself: from 

selecting your design and gathering your tools and materials to 
arriving at the final cleanup and suddenly holding that beautiful, 
finished piece in your very own hands.

In this carefully selected e-book of jewelry making tutorials, 
you’ll find a surprisingly broad range of jewelry techniques, styles, 
materials, and finished pieces to get you started making your 
own metal jewelry or introduce you to new ways of approaching 
design.  you’ll make bracelets, earrings, and pendants. you’ll make 
silver jewelry, gemstone jewelry, and jewelry made entirely from 

jump rings.  you’ll learn to use jewelry wire, metal clay, and metal 
sheet.  you’ll learn jewelry making techniques from chain maille, 
fold forming, microfolding, die forming, to stone setting – plus 
great jewelry making tips! you’ll find jewelry that’s flexible, organic, 
geometric, and inspiring, so you can make it as shown or take what 
you learn to design jewelry that is uniquely yours.

Whether you want to make jewelry to give, sell, wear, or express 
yourself, you’ll discover intriguing forms, clever connections, and 
clear, illustrated jewelry making instructions from experts to guide 
you along the way. It’s all in this compact package of  jewelry mak-
ing projects and jewelry making lessons . . . call these jewelry in-
structions what you will, they’re all there to help you learn how to 
make jewelry. So pull out your pliers, warm up your kiln, find your 
files, set up your torch, and start making your own jewelry today.

Merle White 
Editorial Director, Interweave Jewelry Group
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S k i l l S 

n  sawing 
n measuring  
n soldering

Angled Red  
Jasper pendant
Design opportunities from  
an irregular stone

by Lexi erickson

t here are diamonds, emeralds, 
rubies . . . the stones of the 
jeweler. ho-hum. They leave me 

cold. with the exception of a magnificent 
padparadscha (my life’s ambition) orange 
sapphire or an occasional yellow sapphire, 
i could do without most faceted stones. 
but put a fabulous jasper in front of me 
and watch me do a happy dance. 

Jaspers come in so many colors and  
variations that my imagination runs 
rampant. This stone was no exception. its 
satin finish leaves a softness not usually 
found on the common red jasper, and i 
feel it gives the stone a regal elegance. The 
unique cut of the stone left a beautiful 
edge on the top — which i did not want 
to cover with a bezel wire. some different 
type of “bezel” set was needed, so i 
created an angled setting as unique as the 
jasper that inspired it.  

oRiginAlly puBlisheD in lApiDARy JouRnAl JewelRy ARtist, DeceMBeR 2009 
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AngleD ReD JAspeR penDAnt bY LExI ErICkSON

Photo 3 Cut out back plate. 

n I have found it easier to get a straight line if I tip 
my saw frame forward to cut a straight line. File as 
needed. Hallmark the piece and set aside.

Photo 4 Cut sterling bezel to fit exact height 
of side of stone. 

M a t e r i a l S 
1 irregular stone with straight sides,  
not a bezel cut
20 or 22-gauge sterling back plate
22-gauge strip of sterling, the height  
of the edge of the stone
14-gauge round sterling wire: 2”
Medium solder
Easy solder
Graph paper
Ultra fine Sharpie
2-part epoxy glue

t o o l S
hand tools: saw, saw blades, files, 
triangular needle file, flat nose pliers, 
thin jaws, round nose pliers
soldering tools: torch and 
soldering supplies
Finishing tools: brass brush/soap,  
30 and 9 micron 3-m finishing film
oPtional tools: guillotine shear, 
rolling mill, texturing paper

S o u r c e S
Most of the tools and materials for 
this project will be available from well 
stocked jewelry supply vendors. 

If you want a texture on the back plate, anneal 
your silver to soften it. roll it through the roll-
ing mill with a texture plate, material, or paper 
to imprint the texture onto the silver. 

Photo 1 I chose a textured watercolor paper, 
which mimicked the pattern on the stone. 

n When you anneal, use a dot of paste flux as a 
temperature indicator. Heat the metal until the 
flux turns clear, and allow the metal to cool 10-15 
seconds before quenching. Plunging your 1100º 
metal into the pickle immediately may cause the 
metal to warp, and also stresses your metal. 

If you are working with geometrics, it is 
important that each edge and line is straight. 
Outline your stone on graph paper using a 
very fine tip marker. Align your stone with the 
lines on the paper so you get accurate sizing. 
Design your backplate on the graph paper to 
ensure accuracy. A geometric design will reveal 
every little mistake and off measurement, so 
take time to lay out accurately. 

Photo 2 Transfer pattern to silver, drawing on 
silver with ultra fine Sharpie. (The dotted lines 
mean I allowed space for a design option.) 
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n A guillotine shear is indispensable here. You 
may find it easier to purchase the exact size flat 
wire, or run round wire through your rolling mill 
to flatten it. It’s very difficult to cut sheet for 
sterling bezel with a saw. 

Photo 5 Fit bezel around stone, being careful 
not to bend it permanently until you know where 
and how it fits specific angles. Measure and fit 
carefully, then mark with Sharpie where you will 
permanently bend for stone. When it is marked 
and checked again, score bezel and file out a  
V shaped groove with a triangular file. This gives 
you a crisp and tight bend.

Using thin jaw pliers, close bezel wire along V, 
then reopen with your fingers and fit tightly 
along sides of stone. repeat for sides. 

n Be careful not to open and close the bezel 
too many times since the V compromises the 
strength of the wire.

Place bezel on back plate and use tiny paillons 
of medium solder on inside of bezel. Solder 
bezel to plate. Pickle and rinse.

Photo 6 Place stone into bezel to check fit. 
remove stone. Make any adjustments as needed.

AngleD ReD JAspeR penDAnt bY LExI ErICkSON

Photo 7 Using a piece of scrap wire or sheet, 
heat scrap until it balls up. 

n Since you are heating on a flat surface, one 
side will be flattened. Pickle and rinse. Solder 
ball on top front of back plate using easy solder. 
Pickle and rinse.

Photo 8 Hammer one end of 2” length of 
14ga wire. 

Draw a bead on other end. Form loop with 
pliers to form bail. 

Photo 9 Place bail on back of piece, and 
solder with easy solder. Quench, pickle and 

rinse. Using soap and brass brush, vigorously 
brush entire piece, which will leave a soft finish. 
You may finish with an oxidizer at this point if 
you want a darker finish. Sand as needed.

Mix a 2-part epoxy (I use 330), and put a light 
layer of glue on silver, and then set stone. be 
very careful of edges and points on stone. Set 
aside for recommended time.

LExI ErICkSON makes jewelry and teaches in 
Colorado. Check out her website and teaching blog 
at www.lexiericksondesigns.com.
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glue? 
my teacher says jewelers don’t glue! 
well, sometimes we call it “chemical 
bonding” or “liquid prongs.” 

There is no way for this 
particular stone to stay in this 
particular bezel without glue. 
The bezel does not completely 
encase the stone, nor is there a 
tension setting. unless you know 
some magic, there is no other way 
for a stone like this to stay put. 
however, gluing a stone on metal 
or gluing a bezel shut should not 
be done on fine art jewelry.

angled red Jasper pendant By LExI ErICkSOn

n
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Wireworking
To form a simple loop, use flat-nose pliers 
to make a 90° bend at least 1⁄2" from the 
end of the wire. Use round-nose pliers 
to grasp the wire after the bend; roll the 
pliers toward the bend, but not past it, 

to preserve the 90° bend. Use your thumb to 
continue the wrap around the nose of the pliers. 
Trim the wire next to the bend. Open a simple 
loop by grasping each side of its opening with 
a pair of pliers. Don’t pull apart. Instead, twist 
in opposite directions so that you can open and 
close without distorting the shape.

To form a wrapped loop, begin with a 90° bend 
at least 2" from the end of the wire. Use round-
nose pliers to form a simple loop with a tail 
overlapping the bend. Wrap the tail tightly down 
the neck of the wire to create a couple of coils. 
Trim the excess wire to finish. Make a thicker, 
heavier-looking wrapped loop by wrapping the 
wire back up over the coils, toward the loop, and 
trimming at the loop.

Visit the Project Store at shop.interweave.com/beading for more great projects!

Whimsical Whisks originally published in Easy Wire, 2007. ©Interweave Press, LLC Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved

publishers of Step by Step Wire Jewelry magazine…join the online beading community at BeadingDaily.com

page 2

Materials
1 pair of sterling silver 22mm French 

ear wires
8" of sterling silver 20-gauge dead-

soft or half-hard wire

Tools
Wire cutters
Round-nose pliers
Chain-nose pliers
Chasing hammer
Bench block

Finished size: 2 1⁄2"

1: Cut the 20-gauge wire in half. Place the wires on the bench 
block and hammer them with the flat end of the hammer until 
they are nearly flat, then texture them with the ball end of the 
hammer.

2:  Grip one end of 1  wire with the widest end of the 
nose of the round-nose pliers, then coil the wire up to 
the point of the nose to form a cone, leaving a 1 1⁄4" tail. 
Use chain-nose pliers to bend the wire straight up at the 
top of the cone, then form a simple loop at the end of 
the wire. Attach the simple loop to one ear wire by opening and 
closing the loop as you would a jump ring. Repeat entire step for 
the other earring.

3: Patinate the earrings with liver of sulfur if desired.  •
RESOURCES: Check your local bead shop. Ear wires and wire: Fire Mountain 
Gems and Beads. 

Whimsical WHisks DENISE PECK 
The idea for these easy earrings came from a wire bowl Denise purchased at IKEA. Oxidized silver makes them quite striking, 
but they’d look great in colored wire, too.

Order Step by Step Wire Jewelry and take 
advantage of this
RISK-FREE offer today!
Order online at

interweave.com/go/bdsw
If it doesn’t meet your needs simply return the invoice marked cancel 
and keep the first issue as a gift from us.

Looking for Great Design Ideas?

whimsical whisks dENISE pECK

whImsIcal whIsks By DEnISE PECk
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bezels from mInIature stakes By WILLIAM FrETz
Visit the Project Store at shop.interweave.com/beading for more great projects!

Whimsical Whisks originally published in Easy Wire, 2007. ©Interweave Press, LLC Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved

publishers of Step by Step Wire Jewelry magazine…join the online beading community at BeadingDaily.com
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How to:

[ tips ]
WORKING WITH 
LIVER OF SULFUR

•  Take the following precautions when using liver of 

sulfur: keep it away from acids, wear gloves to avoid 

contact with the skin, and work in a well-ventilated 

area since the fumes are toxic.

•  Store both liquid and chunk forms of liver of sulfur 

in tightly sealed light- and air-proof containers.

OXIDIZING 

To create the appearance of texture 
by patinating metal (usually fine or 
sterling silver) with liver of sulfur in 
either liquid or chunk form, follow 
these instructions adapted from Kate 
McKinnon’s Hot Wire article in 
Beadwork magazine (June/July 2006). 

Clean your metal piece with soap and 
warm water if it is dirty or oily.

Find four glass, stainless steel, or 
ceramic bowls. Fill the first with enough 
liver of sulfur solution to cover the piece 
of metal: Liver of sulfur in liquid form 
is ready to use, but can be diluted; dis-
solve the chunk form in water following 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Fill a 
second bowl with very hot water (which 
speeds up the patination process) and a 
third with cold water (which slows down 
the process). Fill the fourth bowl with cold 
water mixed with about a tablespoon of 
baking soda (which acts as a neutralizing 
agent). 

Use stainless steel tweezers or plastic or 
wood tongs to dip the metal into the liver 
of sulfur solution. Rinse in the hot or cold 
water. Continue to dip and rinse often to 
gradually build a patina. 

Lightly sand or brush the piece with a 
brass or wire brush, sandpaper, very fine 
steel wool, or other abrasive between dips 
to give more depth to the patina—a tex-
tured surface picks up more patina than a 
smooth surface. 

When you are pleased with the color, dip 
the metal into the cold water with baking soda 
to stop the reaction, then rinse and dry. 
Brush, sand, or polish the surface for interest-
ing results. If you don’t like the patina, you 
can easily remove it by sanding or brushing it. 
If desired, seal your piece with any spray 
fixative meant for metal; unsealed pieces 
will age, develop more patina, or become 
shiny with wear.

HAMMERING

Pounding wire not only creates great texture, 
but also strengthens metal. To hammer, place 
your wire on a steel bench block. Use the flat 
end of a chasing hammer to flatten the wire, 
then use the ball end of the hammer to add 
texture.

 technique:

texture
Technique:

texture
hOw TO:
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two-toned turkish Bracelet
Chunky round maille

by Joyce Tromp

t his chain maille weave is called turkish round maille. it’s a 
weave that looks intricate, but once you see how it’s put 
together, you will find that it’s pretty straightforward. 

adding gold rings to the silver gives the bracelet an elegant look, 
but making it in all silver or all gold is beautiful, too. 

S k i l l  l e v e l 

This chain maille weave is called Turkish round maille. It’s a weave that looks 
intricate, but once you see how it’s put together, you will find that it’s pretty 

straightforward. Adding gold rings to the silver gives the bracelet an elegant look,  
but making it in all silver or all gold is beautiful, too.
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two-toneD tuRkish BRAcelet bY JOYCE TrOMP

t o o l S  &  S u p p l i e S
6mm ID 14-gauge gold-filled jump rings, 50
6mm ID 14-gauge sterling jump rings, 104 
Large gold toggle clasp
Two pairs chain nose pliers or bent nose pliers

1  Close six silver rings and open all the 
others. To make a 2-1-2-1-2 chain, place 

four closed silver rings on one open silver ring, 
and close it. Pick up two of the four silver rings 
with another open silver ring, and place the 
two remaining closed silver rings on it. Close 
this ring. 

2  With a third open silver ring, pick up two of the four rings on the previous 
single ring, but do not close it yet. Pick up the bottom two rings, bring 

these up, and place them on the open ring at the top to make a circle.  

3  Close the ring. be careful not to twist the 
chain as you are bringing the rings up. Lay 

the circle of chain flat. Make sure the pairs of 
rings are all facing upward and outward in the 
same direction. 

4  Pick up an open gold ring, put it through 
the top rings of two of the double sets, 

and close it. 
5  Put another open gold ring through the 

top ring of the third double set, and one 
of the silver rings you put the previous gold 
ring through. Close the ring. (The first gold 
ring is held by the pliers on the right.) 
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7  Holding the piece between your thumb 
and fingers, open the gold rings out like 

flower petals. Push the gold rings from the out-
side inward and upward to center of the chain. 

8  Put a silver ring through two of the gold 
rings, and close it. Place another silver 

ring through the third gold ring, and one of 
the gold rings you put the previous silver ring 
through. (The first silver ring is held by the 
pliers on the right.) 

9  Place a third silver ring through the first 
and third gold rings. (The second silver 

ring is held by the pliers on the right.) 
10 Place a silver ring through two of the 

silver rings from the previous two steps. 

two-toneD tuRkish BRAcelet bY JOYCE TrOMP

wiRe tip 
Dip the ends of your pliers in a 
flexible rubber coating such as 
tool magic.  This will help keep 
the pliers from marring the jump 
rings as you open and close them.

6  Put another gold ring through the third and first rings, and close. 
(The second gold ring is held by the pliers on the right.) 

two-toned turkIsh bracelet By JOyCE TrOMP
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13 Place three gold rings in the same 
way you placed the silver rings in the 

previous three steps. repeat Steps 7–13 until 
only five silver rings remain unused. 

14 Place three of the remaining silver 
rings as in Steps 8–9. 15 Put a silver ring through two of the 

silver rings you just placed in Step 14. 
Put one silver ring through the remaining ring 
from Step 14, but not any others. 

two-toneD tuRkish BRAcelet bY JOYCE TrOMP

16 Place a gold ring through the last 
two silver rings, and put on one half 

of the toggle. Close the ring. On the other 
end, remove two of the silver rings from the 
beginning, and on the same side, place them 
as in Step 15. Put a gold ring through the end 
two silver rings, and place the other half of the 
toggle on it. Close the ring.

11 Place another silver ring through the 
third silver ring (from Steps 8-10) 

and one of the silver rings you put the ring 
through in Step 10.

12 Place another silver ring through the first 
and third silver rings from Steps 8–9. 

JOYCE TrOMP started simple beading projects about six years ago 
to give as gifts. She made her first chain maille bracelet following the 
instructions in a magazine about two years ago and was instantly 
hooked. Since then she continues to try new weaves, always looking for 
a challenge and a way to make it unique. She lives in Santa Barbara, 
Calif. and can be reached at joytromp@gmail.com. 

two-toned turkIsh bracelet By JOyCE TrOMP
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textured 
silver  
pendant
Fabrication with  
microfolding and  
die forming

BY JACK BERRY

Photo by robert Brodie; 
all other photos courtesy of the author
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Textured Silver 
Pendant

Fabrication with 

microfolding 

and die forming

BY JACK BERRY

Part l of ll

abrication using microfold forming offers jewelry makers several ad-
vantages. You can rapidly create complex and sturdy structures using

very thin gauges of sheet metal, costing and weighing less than heavier
gauges. The resulting folds and pleats can also be varied several ways. 

One method of variation is die forming. Rather than stretching and thin-
ning flat metal sheet, die forming microfolded metal produces dramatic and
voluminous structures by opening the folds and pleats, similar to the way
petals open in a blossoming flower. This blossoming effect also requires
much less force than die forming flat sheet and can easily be done manually
using a “bolted sandwich” method, though it is most easily and rapidly
done with a hydraulic press and urethane punch-pads. Although it takes a
bit of time to make a die, once made it can be used repeatedly and with met-
als folded many ways to form many different elements.

This project uses a precalculated shape of metal that will assume a final
shape with “ruffled” edges formed by microfolding. You are strongly en-
couraged to practice both microfolding and pleating as well as the manual
die forming with inexpensive, thin-gauge copper (0.007” - 0.005”, about 34-
gauge) before using precious metals. There are no hazards involved with the
procedures used here; however, be sure to take the usual safety precautions,
especially with eye protection when annealing, pickling, or soldering metals.

• Photocopy machine
• 2" x 31⁄4" 34-gauge copper for 

practice, or embossing copper
• 2" x 31⁄4" 34-gauge sterling silver 
• 1" x 11⁄2" 20-gauge sterling silver,

approximately 
• Rubber cement
• Scissors
• Files (fine and coarse)
• Sandpaper (assortment of grits)
• Straight edge (ruler)
• Microfold brake (the author used 

the Bonny Doon Engineering brake,
the Gill Mechanical Tube-Wringer 
will also work) 

• Pickle solution
• Small pliers, 1⁄32" to 1⁄64" across 

each nose end (common size)
• Small steel bench block, one 

dimension at least 2"
• Plastic mallet 
• 2 2" x 4" x 1⁄4" acrylic sheets, 

(Plexiglas®)
• Masking tape
• Drill and bits (3⁄16" and 3⁄32")
• Saw frame and 1/0 blade
• 4 bolts, 3⁄16" diameter, 1" long

(should fit snugly in 3⁄16" holes)
• Medium solder
• 4 nuts and 8 washers (1⁄2" to 5⁄8" 

diameter) for bolts above
• Wrench and screwdriver to fit nuts

and bolts above
• Approximately 2" x 7⁄8" x 7⁄16" rubber

eraser 
• Sharp kitchen knife
• Wood dowel, 1⁄2" diameter, 3" long
• Steel dapping punches, about 1⁄4"

and 3⁄16" diameter
• Wood bench block
• Riveting hammer
• Paste flux
• Soldering torch
• Liver of sulfur (optional)

What you need

Skill level
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Learn more about jewelry
metals in "The Metallurgical
Balancing Act," by Sharon
Elaine Thompson, on page 24
of May 2002 Lapidary Jour-
nal. Jack Berry’s book on mi-
crofolding is reviewed on
page 91 of the May 2002 is-
sue.

F

publishers of Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist magazine . . . join the online beading community at www.BeadingDaily.com 

Textured Silver Pendant was originally published in Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist, May & June 2002. 
© Interweave Press, LLC Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved

Visit InterweaveStore.com/jewelryprojects for more great projects!
page 2

textured sIlver pendant  By JACk BErry
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roller should rest in the fold in the metal. Squeeze
the two hinged halves of the tube wringer together
tightly or tighten the set screws on the microfold
brake. 

Turn the handle while maintaining pressure on the
metal so the metal moves from the center to the
edge of the metal, creating microfolds on half of the

sheet. Turn the sheet around and repeat the
process on the other half of the sheet using the ex-
isting folds as a placement guide.  

Note the change in shape of the sheet which
shrinks on the axis perpendicular to the folds. 

Anneal at this point but use care as very thin
metals are easily damaged and become brittle by

overheating. Pickle, rinse and dry. 

The microfolds will be pinched together (“con-
firmed”) with a small pair of pliers. Before starting

the confirming process, the pliers need to be modi-
fied to remove any sharp edges to help avoid marring
the metal. Taper the pliers to about 1⁄32" to 1⁄64" across
the narrow axis of each plier nose-end to be small
enough to fit between the folds. Most small pliers al-
ready have dimensions similar to this. The outside or

Make several copies of
the line drawing to be

used as a template for pen-
dant shape. 

Fold a 2" x 31⁄4" sheet of
soft or annealed 34-

gauge copper or sterling in
half across the narrow axis,
giving a bilayer of 2" x 15⁄8".
Pinch the fold by hand to
flatten the sheet but do not
use a mallet. 

Cement the template 
to the folded metal with 

the straight edge on the 
metal fold. 

Cut out the shape; ordi-
nary scissors can be used

to cut the bilayer along the
template line. Remove the
template and gently file the
edges to a smooth curve us-
ing a fine file. Sharp edges can be removed with a light
touch of fine sandpaper (2/0 or 1200-grit). 

Open the bilayer by inserting a straight edge between 
the leaves, forcing it down into the fold and rocking it

back and forth. Open the two halves and flatten on a sturdy
surface, but leave enough depth to the center fold to be
used as a guide for starting the placement of the microfolds.
This will give you a sheet of perfect symmetry and microfold
placement. 

Place the metal in the opened tube wringer or microfold
brake. The tube wringer opens on a hinge and the micro-

fold brake has set screws which open. The fold in the center
of the metal should rest in a “valley” or groove between the
splines (“hills”) of the lower roller and a spline of the upper
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non-gripping area can be ground down if needed to
create a more narrow nose. Round all edges and 
corners with a file and sand smooth to about 400- or
600-grit. Do not polish the gripping area or the nar-
row nose-ends to a bright finish since this would not
allow enough friction on the metal and the pliers may
slide off rather than pinch the folds together. 

Place the microfolded metal on a smooth and
sturdy surface so the folds run horizontally. Make

sure the side facing up has a “valley” at the center
line (between two “hills”). Note that the opposite
side will have a “hill” at the center line flanked by
two “valleys.” All of the fold-pinching (“confirmations”)
will be made on this side, which is referred 

to as the “confirmed side.” 
Start at one end of a central fold and insert the

nose of the pliers so the tips reach to the bottom of
the two valleys flanking the fold. Hold the pliers verti-
cally and squeeze together while applying significant
downward pressure against the metal on the sturdy
surface to avoid having the pliers slide over the met-
al. This will gather the metal equally from both sides
and pinch it into a tighter and taller fold (confirmed).
Keep the jaws of the pliers parallel with the folds dur-
ing confirmation to avoid unwanted marring. Repeat
this process on the opposite end of the same fold. 

Next, confirm the central area of the fold between
the confirmed ends. This procedure

seems to give a more uniform
size of fold. Observe close-

ly that the confirmation
of a fold slightly de-

creases the two adja-
cent folds by pulling

them toward the confirmed
fold. Correct this by turning the

sheet over to the opposite side, in-
serting a straight edge into the adjacent

“valleys” (which are “hills” on the confirmed side)
and pushing them back to their original shape. Turn

the metal over again and repeat the confirmation process on
the adjacent fold. Continue conforming and alternately cor-
recting the deformations on the opposite side until all folds
are confirmed. Anneal, pickle, rinse and dry. 

The confirmed folds will now be “rolled over” into flat
pleats using the same pliers. The folds on the right half of

the sheet will be pleated to the right and the folds on the left
half will be pleated to the left. Position the metal so the folds
run horizontally. Starting at a fold on the outside edge farthest
away from you (at the top as positioned,) place the pliers over
the confirmed fold at one end and rock the pliers away from
you to about a 45° angle. Move the pliers slightly toward the
center of the same fold and rock again. Keep the plier tips par-
allel to the fold to avoid marring. Continue in increments
across the fold until the entire fold is at a 45° angle. 

Confirm the pleat by pushing down the leaning fold with
the smooth edge of a steel bench block forming a flat pleat.
Place the steel block over the flat pleat, against the adjacent
standing fold, and strike the block with a plastic mallet, giving
the pleat a “hard confirmation.” Reconfirm the adjacent fold
since it may pull apart slightly during the pleating process.
Pleat and confirm the next fold in the same manner and con-

tinue toward the center, but stop when half of the folds are
pleated. Rotate the sheet 180° and pleat the other half of 
the sheet in an identical manner (away from the center). Note
that the pleat ends along the curved edges of the sheet cre-
ate a “ruffled” look. Also note that the confirmed side of the
pleated sheet has the pleats folded away from the center and
toward the outside edges while the opposite side (the uncon-
firmed side) has the pleats folded toward the center!  Anneal,
pickle, rinse and dry the pleated sheet.◆

In Part ll we will prepare the sandwich die, form the pen-
dant and attach the bail.
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Using a sharp knife, slice the eraser lengthwise (per-
pendicular to the narrow axis) into three “wafers” of ap-
proximately equal thickness (about 1⁄8" thick). Place the
beveled acrylic cut-out on a rubber wafer, draw a line on
the wafer around the shape, and cut the shape out on the
line using ordinary scissors. Repeat this procedure but this

time cut inside
the line by about
1⁄16". 

Using this smaller rubber piece as a template, repeat the
process, cutting inside the line again by about 1⁄16". When
stacked, the three rubber pieces should give a shape like
the die and form a dome with stepped edges like a pyra-
mid. Cement the three rubber pieces together and to the
beveled side of the modified acrylic cut-out. This will be
used as the punch in the die forming. 

Place the die containing the immobilized pleated metal
on a sturdy surface with the beveled die edge on the

lower half of the sandwich and the confirmed side of the
metal facing up. Insert the stacked rubber punch into the
top opening of the die, with the acrylic cut-out on top. Place
the flat end of the 1⁄2" wood dowel in the center of the top
acrylic plate and gently strike the dowel with a mallet. Ob-
serve the effect on the opposite side of the pleated sheet.
Continue in increments until a desired dome is formed.
Control of the force applied to specific sides or ends of the
dome can be achieved by rocking the dowel and punch as-
sembly off the vertical position when striking it. This can be
used to get a symmetric shape on the dome. 

Prepare a “sandwich die” by taping the
two acrylic sheets together at the

edges to prevent their sliding over each
other. Cement a photocopy of the
teardrop-shaped drawing, Figure 1, to the
center of the sandwich and drill 3⁄16" holes
at the four marks around the opening.
Drill a small hole (about 3⁄32") in the area
to be cut out. Thread the saw blade into
the hole and cut out the tear-drop shape,
keeping the blade vertical so the two
halves of the die match. Retain the cut-out areas
for later use. 

Remove the remaining photocopy paper and file the top die
edge smooth, giving it a slight bevel to remove the sharp

edge. The beveled side of this half of the die will be used as
the actual die face when forming the pleated sheet and the
other half of the sandwich will be bolted into place to immobi-
lize the flange of the metal during the forming process. (If you
plan to use a hydraulic press and a urethane punch-pad to do
the forming, only one-half of the sandwich is needed and the

bolt holes are unnecessary.) 

Arrange the two halves of
the sandwich so the

beveled edge is on the inside
of the sandwich. Do this by
simply placing the top
(beveled) half on the bottom
without rotating it. You may
want to put some identifying
marks on the sides while sand-
wiched to easily reassemble
them again. 

Place the pleated sheet
over the cut-out area between
the die halves. Make sure the
unconfirmed side of the sheet
(the side with pleats folded to-

ward the center) is facing the beveled die face. Insert the bolts
with washers and loosely place the nuts with washers on the
opposite side so the metal can still be moved. Carefully posi-
tion the metal so the die is symmetric with the metal shape
and tighten the nuts. Hand tightening will immobilize the metal
but the nuts should be firmly tightened with a wrench and
screwdriver for the forming process.   

Prepare a punch for the die using the piece of acrylic that
was cut out from the die and a common rubber eraser. Use

a coarse file to remove about 1⁄32" from the perimeter of the
acrylic cut-out. When inserted in the die there should be about
1⁄32" or 1 mm of space between the cut-out and the wall of the
die. Also bevel the edge, all around one side of the cut-out, so
it has a rounded rather than sharp shoulder. 

Figure 1
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Check to make sure the die form
and backing plate are flat and
make good contact for soldering.
Clean and prepare the back of the
die form and the front of the back-
ing plate which will be soldered to-
gether. Place the die form on a sol-
dering surface, back side up, and
apply paste flux to the area which
will contact the backing plate. Put
4 or 5 small snippets of medium

solder on the fluxed area and gently
heat with a soldering torch until the

solder melts. Pickel, rinse, and dry. 
Place the backing plate on the solder-

ing surface, front side up, and apply paste
flux to the contact area. Apply paste flux to the back of the
die form and position it correctly on the backing plate. Sweat
solder the pieces together. Pickel, rinse, and dry.

The final form can be polished and left bright and reflective
or can be muted with your favorite oxidizer such as liver of
sulfur as used here. 

Optional: Before soldering the backing
plate to the die form, (Step 18) you
can texture the “shoulders” 
of the backing plate with “upset
edges” (like the edges of coins). Im-
mobilize the backing plate between
wood pieces in a vise and gently strike
the shoulder areas, being careful not
to hit the bail cylinder. ◆

Jack Berry is Professor Emeritus in Biochem-
istry at California State University in Long
Beach and author of the recently published
book Repetitive Micro-Fold Forms Using an In-
dustrial Tube Wringer: Small Scale Applications
for Jewelry and Sculpture. He will be teaching a
3-day workshop in July on microfold forming
along with Anne Hollerman (on hydraulic die
forming) at Metalwerx in Woburn, MA. See
www.metalwerx.com. He and his sidekick
Barney have been studying metalsmithing for about five years at
Saddleback College in Mission Viego, CA. Jack can be contacted at
berry2000@prodigy.net or by phone (949) 361-0157.

If the dome you made is exaggerated in the center, more
forming is needed around the edges of the dome, giving a
“crisp edge” to the die-formed area. This can be achieved by
removing the two smaller rubber pieces in the punch, which
apply force in the center of the dome. Continue forming us-
ing only the largest rubber shape with the acrylic cut-out.
This configuration will preferentially apply force to the edge
areas of the die. 

Prepare a backing plate with a
bail by cementing a photocopy of

the Figure 2 line drawing to the 20-
gauge sterling silver and sawing out
the shape. 

Smoothe and round all edges
with files and sandpaper. Immobi-
lize a 1⁄4" steel punch horizontally in
a vise using wood protectors. Bend
the narrow tab of the bail over the
punch using a plastic mallet. Re-
place the 1⁄4" punch with a 3⁄16" steel
punch and continue to shape the
bail into a smooth cylinder. Mallet the bail over the edge of a
wood bench-block so the bail cylinder is symmetric on top of
the backing plate. Final shape changes can be made with
round nose pliers covered with layers of masking tape to pro-
tect the bail from marring. The 20-gauge bail is strong enough
that it will not require soldering shut but the back end of the
bail tab should be neatly closed. 

If you plan to add a maker’s mark or use a hallmark stamp
on the back plate, it should be done at this point.

17

Figure 2
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Opening phOtO: Jim LawsOn  
prOJect phOtOs: by the authOr

oRiginAlly puBlisheD in lApiDARy JouRnAl JewelRy ARtist, ApRil 2010

Metal clay leaves
Natural forms replicated in flowing metal

by Hadar Jacobson

t he metal clay leaves in these earrings and necklace were 
not made using natural leaves. They employ a technique 
that i’ve borrowed from charles Lewton-brain’s book, 

Foldforming. instead of starting with a piece of sheet metal, they 
start with a layer of metal clay. 

S k i l l S 

n  metal clay use
n  torch use

or IgInally publIshed In lapIdar y Journal Jewelry artIst, aprIl 2010
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M a t e r i a l S
Copper clay, bronze clay, and low-shrinkage silver clay
Neck cable, chain, or small-link chain
22-gauge fine silver wire

t o o l S
hand tools: rolling pin, leaf cutters or oval cutters,  
clay shaper or paintbrush, hand drill or round file
Firing tools: kiln, oxygen/propane torch
other tools: radial disks and a screw mandrel

t i M e  i t  t o o k
Mixing the clay: 4 minutes
Making the leaves: 1½-2 hrs including firing time

S o u r c e S 
tools & Materials: Most of the tools and materials 
for this project will be available from well stocked jewelry 
supply vendors. The author’s Quick-fire copper and bronze 
clays are available at www.arinsilver.com/blog

Photo 1 roll a layer of metal clay, 2 cards thick. Use a cutter that 
has the rough shape of a leaf (or simply an oval) to cut a shape out 
of the layer. Use bigger cutters if you choose to make a necklace.

Photo 2 Find the center line of the shape by folding it on a 
square building block or any other object with right angles.

Photo 3 remove the leaf from the block and pinch it in the 
center line. Lay it on your work surface and re-open the fold.

Photo 4 Using the end of a clay shaper or a paint brush, press 
the edge of the leaf to give it some texture and an organic look. 
Dry the leaf. 

Photo 5 Drill a hole at the top of the center line. 

1

MetAl clAy leAves bY HADAr JACObSON
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metal clay leaves By HADAr JACOBSOn

www.artinsilver.com/blog
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Photo 6 Make more leaves from other clays. For silver, use 
low-shrinkage clay. Fire the leaves. Finish the leaves using radial disks 
mounted on a rotary tool.

For a necklace, connect each leaf to the cable or chain with a jump 
ring. The leaves will cluster naturally. If you choose to make earrings, 
cut 2 lengths of a small-link chain up to about 2 inches.

For each leaf, cut a fine silver wire, 22 gauge (or whatever fits best 
into the chain links). You will need a total of 6 pieces of wire. ball  
up one end of each wire.

Photo 7 Insert the wire through the bottom link of the chain. 
Insert it through the bronze leaf from the back side. Cut the wire that 
sticks out of the leaf to a length of about 1/4", and ball it up using a 
propane/oxygen torch.

Photo 8 Skip one link and insert a second wire though the third 
link from the bottom link. Insert it through the silver leaf, from the 
back side. Cut off the wire and ball it up as before. 

Photo 9 repeat positioning of copper leaf and balling of  
attachment wire. Attach the earwires to the top link of the chain. 

HADAr JACObSON is a metal clay artist and instructor. She has 
published three books about metal clay and manufactures her own 
brand of copper, bronze, and steel clay. You can see her work at www.
artinsilver.com.  Her blog: www.artinsilver.com/blog, is an ongoing 
tutorial about base metal clays.

MetAl clAy leAves bY HADAr JACObSON

FiRing scheDule:
Lay leaves on thin bed of carbon; cover no more than 
1/4". ramp at full speed to 1470°F in a top-loader brick 
kiln or 1520° in a front loader muffle kiln. hold one 
hour. small leaves may be torch-fired. to fire small 
bronze leaves, hold 20 minutes.
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